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Study of the “Mitate-moyo”
in Tokyojiman Meibutsu-e
―― The Transition from Edo to Tokyo Seen through “Mitate” Design――
OKUBO Naoko
Tokyojiman Meibutsu-e, printed during the years Meiji 29 and 30, belongs to the category of 
“harimaze-e” style nishiki-e.　Each nishiki-e contains a part dedicated to the “mitate-moyō” 
（“mitate” design pattern） which represents noted places and things in Edo and Tokyo.　In this 
paper, I investigate this “mitate-moyō” in order to grasp how the “mitate” device which is char-
acteristic of the late Edo era, evolved during the Meiji era.
Up till mid-Meiji, people in and around the theatrical world of kabuki cherished the device 
of “mitate” design in ornaments for the theater like the “shikiriba-kazari” and in “design games” 
like “tenugui-awase”.　These examples prove that people shared the same kind of emotion and 
knowledge on the theme of “mitate” such as kabuki.　Through the interpretations of “mitate”, 
they were able to share the same feelings that evoked a sense of belonging to one community.　
These nishiki-e were printed during the age of transition from the old Edo to the Meiji era’s new 
Tokyo.　The diverse selection of the subjects of “mitate-moyō” represents the people’s pride 
for Tokyo, which include nostalgia towards the old Edo and at the same time interest in the new 
Tokyo.　The works of the “mitate-moyō” designer Baiso Kaoru originate in the world of 
gesaku, ukiyoe and kabuki of late Edo.　He enjoyed “design games” like “tenugui-awase”.　His 
“mitate-moyō” inherit the sense of “mitate” of the late Edo era, but at the same time his compo-
sitions and use of colors show a contemporary feeling.　The representation of hidden diverse 
subjects, which is at the core of the “mitate” technique, generated a wide range of motives and 
compositions.　Therefore it can be said that the device of “mitate” design was one of the ele-
ments that gave birth to modern design in Japan.
―　　―83
